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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The definitive text on Jazz Organ
bass line walking and grooving by a master educator and performer. Eddie Landsberg, a protege of
the late great Big John Patton and Shirley Scott, original Nord Electro factory demonstrator, and
creator of -The Seven Secrets of Jazz and Soul- improv method teaches you the basics of bass line
construction and performance as only he can. Based on the theory that a Jazz organist isn t a
keyboardist who happens to play bass, but rather a bass player who happens to play keyboard, the
author proceeds to create the definitive text to applied Hammond organ bass counterpoint. By the
time you finish the book, you WILL be able to get your groove on and apply it to a wide array of
repertoire. --Experience Jazz Organ bass burning THE SECRETS WAY!!! SAMPLE TOPICS COVERED:
Strategy based approach to Jazz organ bass line construction with strong focus on hand position
theory/analysis of a stock model 12 bar blues bass line in F/Presentation of basic theory of
fingering/1-5 Latin and Boogaloo type lines plus suggested tunes...
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Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin

A really awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Pa tsy B la nda-- Pr of . Pa tsy B la nda
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